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YUBA SUTTER
Amateur Radio Club
Proudly Presents Its

1st ANNUAL ARRL HAMFEST

SATURDAY JUNE 1st, 2013
0700 - Noon - American Legion Hall - 5477 Feather River Blvd.
*Free Admission
*American Legion Breakfast
*Vendor Fee - $10 (Set-up @ 0600)
*Grand Prize - Dual Band HT

Olivehurst, CA

*Free Parking
*Handicap Accessible
*Door Prizes (starting at 0800)
(must be present to win prizes)

DIRECTIONS
Northbound Hwy 70...
Take the Feather River Blvd.
exit. Turn Left back under the fwy,
travel a mile or so until you
arrive at the Hall on your left.

Southbound Hwy 70...
Take the Feather River Blvd.
exit. Keep Right and travel a
mile or so until you arrive at the
Hall on your left.

From the West or East...
Travel to Marysville, head south on
Hwy 70 and follow the south
bound instructions.

Northbound from Roseville
Travel northbound on Hwy 65 past
Lincoln and Wheatland, then follow
the “Northbound” instructions

TALK IN DIRECTIONS - 146.085 + (127.3)
Southbound from Sacto...
Traveling northbound on Hwy 99,
take the Hwy 70 at the split, then
follow the “Northbound” instructions

Don’t forget to
attend the 1st
Annual YSARC
Ham Fest this
Saturday at the
American Legion
in West Linda.
Come, shop, eat,
volunteer, have a
good old “Eye
Ball QSO” to
those you might
have talked to on
the radio.
If you have any
Ham -Related
items to sell, pay
the small Vendor
Fee and earn
some extra
cash!!
There are also
many prizes to
be given away!!
Remember to
wear a Badge
with your name
on it.
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YSARC ACTIVITIES COMING SOON.....
June 1st (7am - Noon) YSARC Ham Fest @ American Legion - West Linda,CA
June 4th (5:30pm)
YSARC Meeting - 2 Bits Café - To be confirmed via the
Monday Night Net - 146.085

June 18th (6pm)
June 22 - 23rd

!

YSARC Board Meeting - Red Cross Building
ARRL Field Day 2013 - Collins Lake

Yuba Sutter
Amateur Radio
Club
PO Box 1169
Yuba City, CA 95992
----------------------President
Lonnie Moore, KI6ZYY

Vice President
Mike Eby, KM6EBY
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Monthly YSARC Activities
1st TUESDAY: Club Meeting
3rd TUESDAY: Board Meeting
4th TUESDAY: Newsletter Items
Due to the Editor
Every MONDAY Night: NET @ 1900hrs.
(146.085+ PL 127.3)
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ODDS & ENDS

Pictured here is my very first attempt at
producing a YSARC newsletter after accepting
the position given to me by Herb Puckett,
W6HBU, back in April, 2010. Many a time I
would stop over at Herb’s QTH and find him
lobbing mortars at his computer while he was
busy trying to put together a club newsletter.
Well, after sitting down and listening to Herb’s
computer woes about how the software
program was not letting him do this or that, or
not working correctly here, he was ready to
chuck the whole thing. I thought it was time for
me to offer help. So, I opened my mouth, and
what came out was something akin to trying my
hand at “the beast” in order to help alleviate the
frustration built up in that ham shack. I think it
took Herb a few nano seconds to say that if I
wanted to give the “Valley Ham News” a try, go
right ahead.
So, with Herb’s blessing, I
accepted the challenge, not ever having any
previous experience in newsletter production,
etc. I found it a bit daunting on my first edition I
was to create. To sit down, turn my computer on, activate ‘Pages’ (the word processor), and
look at a blank document, knowing I had a responsibility to fill it up with some information that
would be in tune with what our membership would like to read. Luckily, my word processor
came with a plethora of newsletter “samples”. I chose one from the list, started modifying, and
didn’t look back. After a few hours, I began to see some results from my labors. My overall
sense of knowing what a club newsletter should contain was always based off of the past
newsletters that Herb had published for years.
So, in the back of my mind, it was
always....WWHD (”What Would Herb Do”). Always thinking of that saying, I never really had
many problems until just recently when some club board members told me publicly at a board
meeting that they were not satisfied with the editions of the “Valley Ham News”, which came as
a big surprise to me because I thought I was doing a fairly good job (as many have told me). I
was also told that I should give up the editorship of the “VHN” because of my future move to
Washington State. They told me that the board would be assuming any and all decisions as to
the successor as editor and that I had “no say” in the matter. With that said, I am ending my
stint as the “Valley Ham News” editor for obvious reasons. This edition will be my last from the
desk of KB6YAF. I do know that many people have gone out of their way to thank me for my
work as editor for the club, and I do appreciate their kind words. So, after this edition goes
‘live’, I will relinquish the position of VHN editor to our club leadership so they can find an editor
that can best provide a product that will be best reflective of their vision for the club.
...de, Russell, KB6YAF, Editor of the “Valley Ham News” April 2010 - June 2013.
!
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A NEW HF VERTICAL ANTENNA - BY KEITH EDWARDS, WB6GCL
I have been reading about the 43’ vertical and how great it
is. So, I looked in the ads and saw a couple of them. The
price just about put me down. $370.00 for a piece of
tubing with a capacitor and inductor at the bottom - no way
would I pay that for something that I could make. So, I
started to make my 43’ vertical with some of my
improvements to it. I started with a 29’ piece of 2 inch
aluminum tubing which I cleaned up with steel wool. Then,
to bring it to 43’, I added a pice of 1/2 inch aluminum
tubing - 3’ 8’’. I painted the outside of the 2 pieces of
tubing with a non-conductive paint. This keeps the RF on
the inside of the tubing. Next, I fed the coax on the inside
of the 2” at the base on one side of the tubing. What this
does is - the RF starts on one side and goes in a circle up
the tubing like a centrifuge.
As it goes up, it gains
strength, like added dB. When the RF hits the top of the
2” it is squeezed down and out the inside of the 1/2”
tubing. This is like water being put from the hose into a
nozzle. This also adds strength to the signal. I call the
1/2” my “RF Accelerator”. The braid of the coax is tied
into my metal pump house. I plan on putting in ground
rods around the pump house and also tie all the grounds
into my water well casing. I think that my antenna has
about 43 dB inside the antenna trying to get out. So far, I
have worked 2 countries in Europe, New Zealand, South
America, the Caribbean, Canada, and the East Coast with
400 watts QRP. If you would like to make one of these
antennas, get a hold of Russ. The antenna does work well.
P.S.... As you no doubt noticed the
antenna leans to the West. This helps me work Japan....... de Keith, WB6GCL
(A response from Larry Murdoch, K6AAW).......Keith asked me to come down and evaluate this
monstrosity antenna he built! I was surprised to see such a sleek, trim, nice job.
On paper and just by looking, it appeared to be the real thing, making even Cushcraft envious, but the
results are what counts!
He purports to have worked 5 stations, but 4 were all in Sutter, not world wide, and the 5th was me
whistling “Dixie” in my MIC for testing!
The SWR is horrible, feeding 99% of the power back into the power lines, making the neighbor’s
meters run backwards. One lady told me she hadn’t paid an electric bill in months! ...and he wonders
why the pump house is always lit up!!
One of the things I would have changed would be to forget about the actual 43’, and bring the whole
thing down to resonance with a 55 gallon drum for a top hat. That would bring it down to 7 MHz in only
10 feet tall.
73, Larry, K6AAW, Chief Op.

!
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2 METER SIMPLEX OPERATION & FREQUENCIES
Yes, you can operate simplex without a repeater on two-meters FM! And the audio usually sounds better than
working through a machine. These simplex frequencies are handy to have programmed in your base, mobile and
HT transceivers for rag chewing, working FM DX, and emergency communications.
Hint: Program the alphanumeric display on your radios to read X 643 indicating simpleX and a frequency of
146.430 MHz and so forth. It makes it fast and easy to QSY to simplex.
The following are the suggested and recommended simplex frequencies that are set aside for simplex operation
and should help you understand how to operate simplex on the upper ham bands.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Frequency
Notes
146.430
146.460
146.490
146.520………...National Call
146.535
146.550
146 565
146.580
146.595
147.420
147.435
147.450
147.465
147.480
147.495
147.510
147.525
147.540
147.555
147.570
147.585

Using simplex is really simple and it is nothing more than two ham stations using mobile or hand held radio
transceivers to communicate on the same frequency without a repeater re-transmitting your signals. If you
understand the operation of repeaters, then you will understand that using repeaters when you are close enough
for simplex operation with good signals would only tie up the repeater for others that may not be able to use
simplex.
So how do you know if you can use simplex with a station you are hearing?
One good method of knowing if you could contact a particular station directly using simplex would be to listen to
the repeater's input frequency that he is using. If you can hear the station well (when your receiver is tuned to it's
input frequency), then you are close enough to use simplex with that particular station at that point in time! The
station you are listening to is transmitting directly to your antenna and also to the input frequency that the repeater
is tuned to. It may either be a mobile from his vehicle or sitting back in his favorite chair at home or wherever he
may be. If he is mobile, then his signal may be getting stronger or weaker as time passes depending on which
direction from you he is traveling. An HT (hand held) transceiver will usually be the same signal strength all of the
time if the operator is not moving around, and likewise, a mobile signal will tend to vary if the mobile is moving but
usually will not vary if it is stationary.

!
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2 METER SIMPLEX OPERATION & FREQUENCIES - (CON’T)
So now is the time to contact the particular station you want to talk to by using the repeater to see if you and he/
she can "go simplex" and give it a try! Get on the repeater while the station is still on and use common repeater
procedures and make a schedule (‘sked’) with the other station. Be sure that both you and the other station pick
the same exact simplex frequency. (See the chart ) Others who hear you make the (‘sked’) may also want to join
in with the fun. You may be surprised at how many stations were just waiting for the opportunity to "go simplex"
and many may join in with you! Here again, is another chance to make "sked" with them. Choose a simplex
frequency for the band you want to use from the chart and have fun!
Note that the "National Simplex Frequency (in RED) is also know as the Calling Frequency. Monitor it often and
make your calls there but move to another simplex frequency if possible to keep it open for use by others wishing
to make simplex contacts.
This frequency is often used when mobile on long trips in unknown repeater coverage areas. Notes: See the
ARRL BAND PLAN for more detailed info when using bands above 1.25 meters! They can be very congested and
may be used by other services!
When using simplex, both station's antenna height, power output, type of antenna, other factors and terrain
between both stations will have a great deal to to with how strong the signals are on your radio and how he would
hear you if at all.
Radio transmissions at these frequencies are usually limited to "line of sight" between station antennas. Line of
sight simply means that there is a "radio horizon" from your antenna stretching out to the earth's horizon or other
structures which normally blocks or attenuates the radio signals. An analogy would be if you imagine your radio
signal as a light beam reaching out to the other station's antenna, so anything in the way of your "light beam"
would tend to block or shield it from the other station' antenna and vice versa. Some factors involved in the
blocking, or attenuating the signals are tall buildings with lots of metal in them, high hills, mountains, local "ground
clutter" near you with a combination of everything mentioned above.
Antenna Height above average terrain means everything!!!
Overcoming many of the obstructions mentioned
above, that reduce your signal strength to the receiving station, can be a simple or major problem.
One of the most important things you can do to help increase your "range" and extend the "radio horizon" is to
increase your antenna height above average terrain within your station limits. Much depends on whether or not
you want to go to the extra expense of increasing that height by mounting your transmitter's antenna up as high
as feasible.
An example of using various "line of site to the horizon" calculators will enable you to see how additional antenna
height should add to your station's range.
Note: These examples below assume ONLY height change and take into account no other factors involved to
change the amount of power getting to the transmitting antenna nor have there been any changes to the receive
antenna unless specified. (Note that increasing height will mean the adding of additional losses involved with
adding longer coax so the numbers below will not be exact in real life.)
Examples:
"Antenna height is above ground (flat terrain)." Using station "A" and station "B"
1. Antenna height for each station: 6 feet. Line of sight to horizon for each station's line of sight = 3 miles
Both stations A and B line of sight between each other = 6 miles. So within 6 miles of each other, communications
should be possible.
2. Antenna height increased to 12 feet by each station A and B = 5 miles for each station
Total line of sight =10 miles between the two stations. So within 10 miles of each other, communications should be
possible.

!
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2 METER SIMPLEX OPERATION & FREQUENCIES - (CON’T)
3. Both stations increase their height to 50 feet = 10 mile line of sight for each station
Total line of sight between stations = 20 miles. If the stations are within 20 miles of each other, communications
should be possible.
Now using the same calculation with no changes in either station other then height of one station:
4. Station A remains at 6 feet.
Station B uses 50 feet....total range between stations = 13 miles. So if each station is within 13 miles from the
other...you guessed it, they should be able to communicate.
5. Now for a repeater and an HT at 6 feet example, (hand held radio) with a repeater at 1000 feet on the other
end:
HT line of sight to the horizon = 3 miles
Repeater line of sight to horizon = 48 miles!
So you can see by this last example above that you stand a much better chance of getting into a repeater that has
a very tall antenna or is on a tall building or mountain, hill, etc!
In the example, the repeater can "see" much farther than you can and "sees" not only your station but well beyond
you! Now substitute the repeater height for an HT on top of a 1000 foot mountain....same line of sight!
One more EXTREME example that is out of this world.
Assume an HT in the International Space Station (ISS) next to a window facing the Earth with no obstructions!
It's line of sight at 200 miles (1,056,000 feet) above the Earth would be about 1,456 MILES! Now how's that for a
line of sight distance using simplex??
Antenna types, power levels and other info for working simplex:
If you are really excited by now to "work" simplex, then here are some good suggestions that may help you get
the most out of your station.
1. Use very low loss coaxial feed line....the lowest loss per foot you can afford. This will get the maximum amount
of power from your radio to your antenna. At these higher frequencies, coaxial cable attenuates RF more rapidly
and drastically than lower HF frequencies. An example using RG-58 type coax on 10MHz vs 400MHz increases
loss by about 10db per hundred feet!
2. Use a high gain outside antenna if at all possible. The "rubber duck" antenna on your HT as if comes from the
factory actually is a poor excuse to tack the word "antenna" on! Use a minimum of a 3 element Yagi or try a Slim
Jim style antenna. Most Yagi's and verticals can be home-brewed with lots of savings in money. Using vertical or
Yagi type antennas with 6dbd gain or more will certainly improve your results. If you use a Yagi type antenna, you
will want to use a rotor with it so you can try different directions.
3. Get those antennas HIGH up in the air.
Rooftop or tower installations are the best if you can get them up there. Even the very tops of trees can be used in
a pinch but be careful in the climb. Don't forget that by adding coax to the total length needed may not give you
much if any advantage. This all depends on the loss of the coax per foot vs the old installation and the overall
length of the distance from the transmitter to the antenna. You are looking for the most ERP, effective radiated
power, possible at the antenna.
4. Be patient!
Using simplex for making random unscheduled contacts is a lot like fishing!

!
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2 METER SIMPLEX OPERATION & FREQUENCIES - (CON’T)
5. Understand that Mother Nature may not let you make DX contacts unless she is "in the mood"! The SSB mode
can be very helpful with DX'ing but you need to use horizontal polarity as a usual method. Many marginal contacts
using regular FM can be enhanced by both stations use of SSB.
6. When using a handheld (HT) at these frequencies, you can sometimes improve your results by moving
horizontally a few feet or sometimes just a few inches. This is due to "shadowing" or shielding of objects between
you and the other station. Try tilting your handheld radio one way or the other from vertical. It is best if both
stations use the same position for their antennas relative to the ground. In other words, if your antenna is at 45
degrees relative to the ground when transmitting, then the station on the other end should be the same.
Experiment with the position of the antenna on both ends of the conversation for best results.
Try increasing your range by adding the "missing" part of your HT antenna! One simple method of increasing your
HT range and performance is to add a "pigtail" or missing part of the antenna to the "rubber duck". Just attach the
wire hanging down from the metal connector base of the HF antenna where it attaches to the radio. For 2 meter
operation, about 19 to 20 inches should do it. It will really improve your signal in most cases!
7. Remember to stay off of the repeater input frequencies when using simplex. You may be keying them up and
creating interference to many others and you will never know it when operating simplex unless someone hears
your call sign and abruptly lets you know about it!!!
Have fun and encourage others to use simplex whenever possible.

73 Larry, KE6LAW

HAM SHACK OF THE MONTH - LEE SHEFFIELD, KC6MCI

This month’s “Ham Shack of the Month” is from the QTH of Lee Sheffield, KC6MCI. In Lee’s shack (left
photo) He has an Icom IC-746 All mode HF/VHF Transceiver, an MFJ Versa Tuner “V” Model 989C, an
Icom IC-38A 220 MHz rig all powered by an Astron RS-35M - 12v/35 amp Power Supply. There is also an
Ameritron ALS-500M Amplifier, a Mirage B-5030-G 300 watt amplifier for 2m powered by an Astron
RS-70M Power Supply. For the digital communications, Lee uses an interface made by Buxcom operated
by the “Ham Radio Deluxe” computer program. For his CQ contacts, Lee uses a Vibroplex paddle key.
Also pictured is Lee in his ‘manufacturing center’ (garage) winding a coil for one of his custom
“Screwdriver” HF Antennas. (Center Photo). Lastly, Lee has provided a beautiful photo of the custom coil
winding machine that he built himself in order to assemble the center coils for his mobile antennas. (Right
Photo).
All Photos and Descriptions provided by Lee, KC6MCI
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